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Abstract: The Jingjiang River is the reach of Yangtze River just downside of the Three Gorges 
Reservoir (TGR), and most oftenly threatened by the flood. In this reach the natural flood normally 
routed as kinematic wave, but since TGR put into operation the outflow can be changed 
dramatically once the controlling valves was opening or closing, and the flood propagates as surge 
wave in a certain section. As it routed down and being attenuated, the surge gradually transformed 
into kinematic wave again. The celerity of surge was much faster than that of kinematics, hence the 
flood travelling time decreased significantly. Accurate prediction of the travelling time is a 
fundamental factor for effectively controlling flood, and deeper understanding of the flood motion 
pattern in Jingjiang reach is extremely important. Based on MIKE 11 model built for this reach, 
scenarios of flood process and propagation time were simulated as accounting for different reservoir 
regulation strategy. By analysing the results, it was found that the larger the leap to the outflow 
discharge, and/or the longer time the discharge lasted, a longer section favours for surge 
propagation and shorter flood routing time. 

Introduction 

The Yangtze River is the longest river in China with a length of 6300 km and a drainage basin 
of 1.8×106 km2. The annual water discharge is 921 km3 but with a strong seasonal variation, about 
70% of runoff occurs in the flood season from May to October and only 30% in the rest of the year 
[1-3]. The frequency of floods in the Yangtze River is high and carrying high costs, the 1998 flood 
caused more than 200 billion CNY (Chinese currency) in economic losses [4]. The Three Gorges 
Reservoir was mainly designed to control flooding in the Yangtze River, increasing the flood 
control ability from a 10-year to a 100-year frequency of flood [5]. Though more than 20 billion 
m3 of the reservoir storage capacity is created to control flood, TGR cannot solve all the flood 
problems and flood detention areas are still needed [6]. But the flood diversion regions downstream 
of TGR are normally reclaimed, cultivated and densely populated, undoubtedly resulting in 
immense losses once to be used to divert floodwater. The Jingjiang section that just downstream of 
TGR is in a more critical condition, the plain area along this section is about 40 000 km2, 15 300 
km2 of which is farmed to support a population of 15 million, and the local economy is becoming 
more and more prosperous [7,8]. The dikes in this section were not strong, while in flood season the 
water level in the river could be 10 m over the ground surface outside of the bank.  

For flood routing in natural channel, the unsteady flow can be varied gradually or rapidly, the 
latter is characterized by a suddenly changed free surface with high curvature called a surge wave [9, 
10]. In Jingjiang reach, the flow of natural floods varied gradually and normally propagated as 
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kinematic wave. But since TGR put into operation, the discharge could change dramatically once 
the controlling valve(s) was opening or closing, caused the flood propagated as surge in a certain 
reach. As the surge wave routing downstream and being attenuated, it gradually transformed to 
kinematic wave again. The celerity of surge is much faster than that of kinematic wave, so that the 
flood travelling time shortened significantly. Accurate prediction of flood wave movement is of 
vital importance to flood protection and warning [11], in particular the travel time is crucial to 
Jingjiang reach, where the coincidence of the TGR outflow and the local flow could lead to 
inundation of the flood diversion district, which obviously will be very costly.  

In this paper, the motion of flood wave in Jingjiang was modelled by MIKE 11 in full dynamic 
wave mode [12]. Scenarios of flooding processes simulated as accounting for different TGR 
regulation schemes, and the properties of the flood wave were estimated for 3 sections of the upper 
part of Jingjiang. More effort is made to guarantee reasonable results, including a discussion on a 
common law of how the different flood waves are transformed.  

Methods and Models 

Many effective methods have been used for flood wave propagation [13-17], hydrologic 
models and hydraulic models are widely used [18-20], but most hydrologic models failed to 
simulate the channel flows with strong gradients in water depth and velocity. In hydraulic models, 
for 1D unsteady channel flows the governing equations are the Saint-Venant equations [21]. The 
propagation of a surge depends on dynamic processes caused by the inclination of the water surface 
[22-27], while for the positive surge wave advancing downstream, it was similar to that of dam 
break wave. Chow et al [28] claimed that the full dynamic wave model of Saint-Venant equations 
could be used for the routing of flash flood due to dam break, and lots of numerical schemes [29-32] 
have been developed to solve the open-channel flows with surges. 

 
Governing equations. Based on the assumption of hydrostatic pressure distribution and 
incompressible flows, the Saint-Venant equations for 1D, unsteady open-channel flows can be 
described: 
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Where t represents the time; x is horizontal distance along a channel; A is wetted 
cross-sectional area; Q is volume flow rate; g is gravitational acceleration; So is bed slope; Sf is 
friction slope; and I1 and I2 represent the hydrostatic pressure force and the pressure force caused by 
the longitudinal width variations, respectively. For rectangular, triangular, or trapezoidal cross 
sections, I1 and I2 are calculated: 
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Where b is width of the channel bottom, and SL is side slope (vertical to horizontal) of the 
channel. In the case of a rectangular non-prismatic channel, SL vanishes and I1 and I2 are expressed 
in the following: 
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Celerity. For the continuous flood wave with gradually varied unsteady flow, the characteristics of 
both kinematic and dynamic waves can be found simultaneously, but one type is often dominating 
due to the actual hydraulics and boundaries. Kinematic waves govern flow when inertial and 
pressure forces are negligible, while dynamical wave govern flow when these force are important. 

If the unsteady flow was assumed as superposition of turbulence on a steady flow, the celerity 
for kinematic and dynamic wave can be calculated as: 
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Where u0, h0 is the velocity and water depth of early steady flow, k is wave speed coefficient 
and valued in the range of 1.0~2.0 but determined by the shape of the cross-section. Though some 
other simplified flood wave models were widely applied, the celerity was similar either to that of 
kinematic or to that of dynamic. For example, the diffusion wave celerity equals to that of kinematic, 
while inertia and dynamic wave had a similar celerity, the main difference existed in the ratio of 
flood wave deformation and attenuation [33]. 

The motion of flood wave can be sketched as Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1 Motion of continuous flood wave 
The decisive factor for a kinematic wave or a dynamic wave can be expressed as [34]: 
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Normally the celerity of dynamical wave was much faster than that of kinematic wave, but in 
natural river channel the kinematic wave was often favored, only the reaches with lake character 
such as the reservoir impounding area, the dynamic wave may dominant the flood propagation.  

For surge wave with rapidly varied flow, the celerity for a prismatic channel with a trapezoidal 
profile can be calculated as [35]: 
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The derivation of this equation is based on the assumption of an instantaneous discharge jump 
superposed a steady flow, where Q0, A0, B0, u0, h0 are, respectively, the discharge, cross-sectional 
area, cross width, average flow velocity and water depth of the early steady flow. A, B, u refers to 
the cross-sectional area, cross width and flow velocity at the moment of peak flow. The hydraulic 
elements are further illustrated in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 Delineation of Surge propagation  

For a prismatic trapezoidal channel, 
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Where ζ  is the height of the surge, which had a positive value for rising water, and a 

negative value for returning water. Normally the celerity of a surge is much faster than that of 
kinematic wave, and becomes even faster with increasing the surge height. For Yichang 
hydrological station (downstream of TGR dam) in the mainstream of Yangtze River, the flow 
velocity is about 1.56 m/s with a constant discharge of 20 000 m3/s; if the discharge jumps to 35 
000 m3/s the surge celerity is 21.3 m/s; and if discharge jumps to 50 000 m3/s the surge celerity is 
up to 24.6 m/s. 

 
MIKE 11 Model. MIKE 11 developed by Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI) is one of the most 
widely used hydraulic models. The core of the model is the hydrodynamic (HD) module, and it 
provides a choice of 3 different flow descriptions: dynamic wave which uses the full momentum 
equation including the inertia forces, diffusive wave which only models the bed friction, gravity 
force and the hydrostatic gradient terms in the momentum equation, and kinematic wave which 
assumes that the flow is governed by a balance between the friction and gravity forces. The model 
uses the finite difference approach and a double sweep algorithm to solve the unsteady state flow 
equations. Based on the hydraulics calculated by the HD module, sediment transport, water quality 
etc. can be further simulated in a modelled reach. 

MIKE11 has been widely used around the world in flood analysis, flood alleviation design, 
real time flood/drought/water quality forecasting, dam break analysis, optimization of reservoir and 
river structure operations, sediment transport and ecology and water quality assessments, etc. 
[36-39]. In China there have also been many successful applications, e.g. in the integrated treatment 
of Suzhou River in Shanghai, and in evaluation of urban sewage in Chongqing City [40]. Because 
the model is overcoming the dynamic storage effects in the TGR, it has become a leading tool for 
daily regulation of the reservoir in the wet season [41]. 

If the MIKE11 model used the dynamic wave model solving the full momentum equation, the 
kinematic wave (dynamic) and the surge wave that may appear in Jingjiang could be simulated. 
Based on 297 cross sections along Jingjiang reach, Markar et al.[42] built up a MIKE 11 model, the 
error of the simulation is around 0.2~0.3 m for water level at the key gauges, and is about 0.2 m for 
crest error. With the model parameters and geometric data kept updating, it is still a very important 
tool for flood forecasting nowadays.  
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Shifts of Flood Routing in the Study Area with TGR in operation  

Study area. For the main stream of Yangtze River, the reach just downside of TGR (Yichang) was 
traditionally called as Jingjiang River, which had a complicated relation between the river and the 
lake. In the south bank of the reach, three rivers (named as Songzi, Hudu, Ouchi in west to east turn) 
emanate from Jingjiang, the emanated flow was further divided into a tangled river network and but 
ultimately jointed to different parts of Dongting Lake. At the same time, the lake receives the runoff 
from another “Four Rivers” (Xiang, Zi, Yuan and Li). At last the outflow of the lake goes to the 
Yangtze River at the Chenglingji Station. Also, several tributaries are joining the main stream in 
this section, among them Qing River is the largest one, but the discharge to Jinjiang was often 
dominant by the outflow from the TGR. The emanated flow from the 3 ports is measured by 5 
hydrological stations (Xinjiangkou, Shadaoguan for Songzi, Mituosi for Taiping, Kangjiagang and 
Guanjiapu for Ouchi). Qing River, and the four branches of Dongting Lake also had discharge 
gauges measuring the runoff. The Ouchikou port divided Jingjiang to be the upper- and lower- part, 
in the upper part there are 2 hydrological stations named as Zhicheng, Shashi, and a water level 
gauge named as Shishou in turn. Based on these 3 stations, the upper Jingjiang was further divided 
as Yichang~Zhicheng, Zhicheng~Shashi and Shashi~Shishou, and the length is 64 km, 90 km, 85 
km respectively. The river network of the study area is shown in Fig.3. 

 
Fig. 3 The Study Area 
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Natural Flooding Process and Propagation. As shown in the equations (5) there were several 
elements affect the flood propagation, for example the period of a flooding process linked to the 
semi-wave length, longer flooding time would lead to longer wave length and then favouring 
kinematics. In the upper part of Jingjiang, the natural flood normally lasted more than 10days, e.g. 
the 1981.08 Flooding (the peak flow exceeded 70 000 m3/s) lasted up to 13 days. Even after the first 
stage of impounding TGR (2003), flooding could last more than 10 days as the reservoir water level 
was kept constant, e.g. in Sept. 2004 flooding (peakflow exceeded 60 000 m3/s) event it lasted about 
14 days.  

Based on the calibrated MIKE11 model for Jingjiang River, 10-day period flood scenarios with 
different peakflow (Fig. 4a) were simulated, the celerity is between u and 2u in each of the 3 
sections of the upper Jingjiang and equivalent to that of kinematic wave. The propagation time 
(labelled as Tk) for Yichang~Zhicheng (Fig. 4b), Zhicheng~Shashi (Fig. 4c) and Shashi~Shishou 
(Fig. 4d) shown in Fig. 4 respectively. 

 

(a)Discharge Scenarios                  (b) Propagation Time in  

Yichang~Zhicheng Section 

 

(c) Propagation Time in                    (d) Propagation Time in 

Zhicheng~Shashi Section                  Shashi~Shishou Section 

Fig. 4 Propagation tine of Flood Wave with Different Peakflow in Jiangjiang Reach 
The simulated propagation time is close to observations, so that confirming high accuracy of 

the model. And according to most historical observations, the celerity of natural flood is varied in 
the range of 1.0~2.0 u, so that the natural flood routed as kinematic wave in upper Jingjiang reach.  

 
Shifts to flood routing with TGR in operation. Since the TGR came into operation, the outflow is 
often changed sharply once the reservoir operated for flood control, i.e. several valves opens 
instantly. But after the valve operation is completed, the outflow (recognized as discharge at 
Yichang Gauge) cannot be kept constant but fluctuates in a certain range. The time the maximum 
water level appears downward is usually not parallel to the time of that at Yichang. One typically 
example is the flooding process in the early days of Aug. 2009, the discharge at Yichang increased 
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rapidly from 25 000 m3/s to 38 000 m3/s, but the discharge shows an oscillation in the following 6 
days with peak flow 40 200 m3/s. The time that the crest water level (Ta) appeared was 5th 14:00 
pm, 5th 17:45 pm, 7th 2:00 am and 10th 14:00 pm at Yichang, Zhicheng, Shashi and Shishou, 
respectively. The crest water level at Shashi and Shishou was by no means corresponding to the 
maximum discharge at Yichang. But if one takes a close look at the returning process, once the 
valves in TGR started to close, the time that the water level starts to decrease (Tb) in these gauge 
shows a good correspondence. Fig. 5 shows this flooding process. 

 
Fig. 5 Flood Process in Jingjiang Reach in early August 2009 

If Tb is used to estimate the propagation time in Jingjiang Reach, and in combination with 
many other samples of flooding released from the TGR in recent years, the estimations are about 3h, 
6h and 6h for the parts of Yichang~Zhicheng, Zhicheng~Shashi and Shashi~Shishou section, but 
that may change with different TGR regulation schemes.  

Effects on Flood Routing With Different TGR regulation Scheme 

Based on equation (6), the surge celerity is impacted by several hydraulic parameters. On this 
project it is analysed how the flood propagates with different margins of the discharge leap and the 
different periods the discharge leap lasts. The pre-condition of the flood in this section is assumed 
as: the discharge of the steady flow in early stage is 20 000 m3/s, and the jump of discharge lasts in 
6 hours and changes evenly. 

 
Effects of Surge Discharge on the Flood Routing. For the flood scenarios (Fig. 6a) it is assumed 
that the changed discharge will last for 5 days, and that the discharge will jump to 25 000 m3/s, 30 
000 m3/s, 35 000 m3/s, 40 000 m3/s, 45 000 m3/s, 50 000 m3/s, 55 000 m3/s, 60 000 m3/s and 65 000 
m3/s, respectively, to analyse how the changed discharge impacts surge propagation. The flood 
propagation time in Yichang~Zhicheng (Fig. 6b), Zhicheng~Shashi (Fig. 6c), and Shashi~Shishou 
(Fig. 6d) was simulated and compared to Tk (simulation in Fig. 4) and Ts (Ts=S/Ws, Ws computed by 
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equation 6 and averaged for these 3 reaches), as shown in the Fig. 6.  

 

      (a) Discharge Scenarios             (b) Propagation Time in Yichang~Zhicheng Section 

 

(c) Propagation Time                        (d) Propagation Time  

     in Zhicheng~Shashi Section                     in Shashi ~ Shishou  Section 

Fig. 6 Propagation Time in Upper Jingjiang Reach with Different Changed Discharge 
From Fig. 6 one can see that in the sections of Yichang~Zhicheng and Zhicheng~Shashi, the 

flood almost propagates in the mode of a surge, while in Shashi~Shishou section it appears as surge 
only when the discharge is increased to 45 000 m3/s or larger, otherwise only a part favours surge 
while the other part may propagate as a kinematic wave. The smaller the change of the discharge, 
the longer length could be fit to a kinematic wave. The conclusion is that the larger surge discharge, 
the longer distance the wave propagates as a surge. 

 
Effects of Surge Lasting Time on the Flood Routing. Then the flood scenarios (Fig. 7a) were set 
to a 45 000 m3/s surge flow lasting 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 days, respectively, to analyse how the lasting 
time of the surge discharge impacts the surge propagation. The flood propagation time in 
Yichang~Zhicheng (Fig. 7b), Zhicheng~Shashi (Fig. 7c) and Shashi~Shishou (Fig. 7d) was 
simulated and compared with Tk (simulation in Fig. 8 for a 45 000 m3/s peak flow flood) and Ts, as 
shown in Fig. 7.  
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(a)    Discharge Scenarios           (b) Propagation Time in Yichang~Zhicheng Section 

 

(c) Propagation Time in                    (d) Propagation Time in 

Zhicheng~Shashi Section                  Shashi ~ Shishou Section 

Fig. 7 Propagation Time in Upper Jingjiang Reach with Different Lasted Time of the large 

Discharge 

 
From Fig. 7 it can be seen that: in Yichang~Zhicheng section the flood propagates in the mode 

of surge; in Zhicheng~Shashi section the flood almost propagates as surge when the large discharge 
lasted more than 3 days, but if shorter than 3 days part of the section flood propagates in kinematic 
wave mode. In Shashi ~Shishou section, if the lasting time is less than 2 days, the flood propagates 
almost in a kinematic manner, if it lasts longer some part may be a surge, and the other part may be 
kinematic. The outcome is that longer flooding times and longer distances in the upper reach favour 
surge propagation. 

 
Discussion. The surge can be recognized as a series of elementary waves with infinite intervals, the 
larger discharge the larger the energy contained and the larger the celerity. The energy of the 
elementary wave will be continuously depleting as it propagates along the channel. After a certain 
distance of elementary wave propagation, the difference of energy between the elementary waves 
will be reduced to the range of a kinematic wave, so the surge is gradually transited to a kinematic 
wave.  

The larger the surge discharge, the larger the energy difference between the original and the 
final elementary wave will be, and a longer distance is needed to reduce the difference. Moreover, 
the longer time the surge discharge lasts, the larger is the total energy difference between the surge 
elementary, and a longer distance is needed to reduce the difference. That is the reason why in case 
of larger surge discharges and longer lasting surges, the longer the length that favours the surge 
mode.  
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Conclusion 

In this paper, based on an early calibrated MIKE 11 model for Jiangjiang Reach, the flood 
propagation time in the upper part were simulated under different boundary conditions as 
accounting different TGR regulation strategy, the main conclusions include: (1) In the upper 
Jingjiang Reach the natural flood fits a kinematic wave, but since the TGR is used for flood control, 
the flood is transited from a surge to a kinematic wave; (2) the larger the surge discharge and the 
longer the time of outflow from the TGR, the longer the length of surge mode in the upper part of 
Jingjiang Reach. 
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